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INT. STORAGE ROOM - NIGHT

ELIE BARNES (17, looks trendy and homeless simultaneously)

stumbles in through a back door adjusting her lopsided

APRON. She looks up to find her pretty-boy boss, LUCAS

(twentysomething) about 5 inches from her face.

LUCAS

Where were you?

CUT TO:

EXT. STREET CORNER - MOMENTS EARLIER

Elie is standing outside behind the coffee shop smoking a

JOINT.

INT. STORAGE ROOM

ELIE

I was dumping the trash, Lucas.

Chill.

Lucas sniffs the air. He starts to speak but is cut off by

his MESSAGE TONE. He checks it and smirks.

ELIE

Another bottle blonde?

LUCAS

She’s not blonde. Did you clean the

coffee machine?

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN - EARLIER

Elie opens the top of the fancy COFFEE MAKER to find damp

GROUND COFFEE. The CONTAINER below it is stained. Elie makes

a face.

ELIE

Ew.

She closes the machine and walks away.



2.

INT. STORAGE ROOM - NIGHT

ELIE

It’s broken. Won’t turn on. I put

in a work request to have it fixed

soon as possible.

LUCAS

Again?

Elie shrugs. Lucas’s phone buzzes again.

ELIE

Why don’t you just let me handle

this, Luke? You don’t want to keep

Barbie waiting.

LUCAS

She’s not blonde. And also, I

happen to value her intelligence.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - NIGHT

The small coffee shop is empty except for Elie’s co-worker

and classmate, BLAIR DANIELS (17, a bit too WASPy to live in

the Bronx), who is wiping the counter. She glares at Elie.

BLAIR

Ugh, you reek.

Elie sits on the counter Blair just wiped and smells her

hair.

ELIE

It’s hemp conditioner.

Blair rolls her eyes.

TIFFANI FITZPATRICK (about 20, strawberry-blonde and has a

rack bigger than Pam Anderson) knocks on the huge GLASS DOOR

of the shop. Lucas rushes to answer it and brings his date

over to the counter.

LUCAS

Right. So this is Tiffani. With an

i.

Elie scoffs. Blair elbows her.

LUCAS

We’re about to go out so Elie,

He tosses the keys to Elie.

(CONTINUED)
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LUCAS

lock up.

BLAIR

You’re leaving HER in charge?!

LUCAS

She did the dirty work tonight,

Blair.

BLAIR

No she didn’t! She was--

A Katy Perry RINGTONE. Tiffani takes out a PINK IPHONE.

TIFFANI

Oh my god, my dad won’t leave me

alone. Luke, baby, can we go?

Lucas points at Elie.

LUCAS

I’m counting on you.

ELIE

(Shouting after them)

I thought you said she isn’t

blonde!

LUCAS

Redhead!

He and Tiffani leave the shop. Elie goes to the door and

yells,

ELIE

That’s strawberry-blonde!

She locks the doors.

ELIE

(To Blair)

Guess it’s just you and me now.

BLAIR

(Still wiping the counter)

Whoopee.

Ellie hops back up on the counter and grabs an APPLE out of

a basket next to her.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAIR

Jesus! Could you not?

ELIE

(Taking a bite)

Could I not what?

BLAIR

Sit on that counter. I just wiped

it.

ELIE

I already wiped this counter ages

ago.

CUT TO:

INT. COFFEE SHOP - EARLIER

Elie uses a NAPKIN to halfheartedly wipe the counter. Then

she brushes the crumbs onto the floor. She looks proud of

herself.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - NIGHT

BLAIR

(Patronizing)

Okay, well I’m gonna wipe it again

now that your dirty ass has been on

it.

ELIE

(Through a mouth full)

My ass is not dirty--

BLAIR

Elie!! Just fucking get down!!

ELIE

Fine. God.

Elie hops down and walks to the other side of the coffee

shop. She pops open a LARGE WINDOW and proceeds to light

another JOINT.

Outside, a CITY BUS pulls up to the curb and turns off its

lights. The BUS DRIVER (bald, Italian-looking, wearing a

leather jacket) steps out to the CURB and lights a CIGAR.

Elie observes him for a moment, then smirks and looks back

toward Blair. She goes back to the counter and leans in.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

Blair! I have to tell you

something.

Blair reluctantly approaches Elie and leans in as well.

BLAIR

What.

ELIE

See that guy out there?

Elie beckons to the window. The man is pacing in front of

the bus.

BLAIR

Yeah.

ELIE

He’s a mob boss.

BLAIR

Okay.

ELIE

He’s totally here to whack someone!

BLAIR

"Whack"?

ELIE

Yeah, "whack". It’s mafia for kill.

BLAIR

That’s wonderful. I’m gonna get

back to work.

Blair returns to what she was doing. Elie goes back to her

window. She begins to smoke her joint. Meanwhile, the Bus

Driver dials a number on his phone. We can barely hear him

through the crack in the window as he leans against the

bus’s doors. He’s got a heavy Bronx accent.

BUS DRIVER

Yeah, Tony? It’s me... I just got

to the rendezvous point,

everything’s gone according to

plan... Boss’ll be here any

minute... See you back in Queens.

BLAIR (O.S.)

Elie!

Elie snaps out of her trance.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAIR

Put that out! I can smell it in

here!

ELIE

Blair, come here.

BLAIR

Why--

ELIE

Just come!

Blair stands next to Elie by the window.

ELIE

He’s totally in the mob. He just

said the boss is coming from Queens

and...

BLAIR

I’m not falling for this, Elie.

ELIE

I swear, he just made a phone call!

The Bus Driver starts to dial another number.

ELIE

Look! I bet he’s about to make

another "business call".

BUS DRIVER

Hey...Hey, Ma? Ma, can...It’s your

least favorite son, can you hear

me?...I’m sorry, I’ve been busy...

BLAIR

Lemme guess, his mother is the Don?

ELIE

But...he just--

Blair walks away. Elie looks nervously out the window, then

follows Blair into the shop.

BLAIR

Here, wanna make yourself useful?

She throws a wet DISH RAG at Elie.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAIR

Wipe all the tables and put the

chairs up.

Elie starts to speak, but stops herself and follows

instruction. She wipes a table in silence, then stops.

ELIE

Remember that time we started the

food fight freshman year and

Principal West made us clean the

kitchen for a month after?

Beat. Blair doesn’t look up.

BLAIR

That wasn’t fair. I didn’t start

that.

ELIE

Yeah, you totally did! Remember,

you were mad at...shit, who was it

- Jennifer Barkely? Or no wait,

Jane...

BLAIR

I don’t wanna talk right now.

ELIE

Or was it because of that skater

guy you still have a crush on...

BLAIR

(Frustrated)

Jamie Bentley had better cupcakes

than me in home ec. I didn’t start

it. I don’t wanna talk right now.

ELIE

Right! And you were like,

(Stands straighter, imitating

Blair)

"Jamie, do you think icing leaves a

stain?" and then BAM--

Blair walks away.

ELIE

What happened to you, B? You used

to be so much fun.

Elie goes back to wiping the table. Blair removes a CUPCAKE

TRAY from the sink and smiles a bit. She looks over at Elie.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAIR

What did you tell Principal West

when we got caught?

ELIE

(Shrugs)

I don’t remember. Probably a load

of bullshit, though.

Elie glances toward the window. Outside, the bus driver has

opened the bus doors to let in 2 LARGE MEN carrying an

UNCONSCIOUS FIGURE. Elie’s eyes widen.

ELIE

Blair...Blair look.

She points toward the window. The lights in the bus are

turned off and the figures can no longer be seen.

BLAIR

You and this bus.

ELIE

There were henchmen!

BLAIR

Here we go...

ELIE

Someone’s in trouble, we have to

get help!

BLAIR

Elie, enough! I don’t know if

you’re trying to scare me or pull a

prank or whatever but it’s not

funny anymore.

She turns her back once again. We faintly hear the same KATY

PERRY RINGTONE from Tiffani’s phone.

ELIE

Okay, that’s not just me, right?

Blair goes to the entrance of the shop. Laying on the ground

about 10 feet from the doors is Tiffani’s pink iPhone.

BLAIR

Oh no, she must have dropped it.

Blair starts to unlock the doors to retrieve it, but Elie

runs over to stop her.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

Do not. Unlock. This door.

BLAIR

Jesus, how high are you right now?

ELIE

There is a dead man in the back of

that bus and I am not about to join

him.

BLAIR

What am I supposed to do, leave it

there?

ELIE

Just call Luke and tell him Tiffani

left her phone and he should come

get it.

BLAIR

But doesn’t that put Lucas at the

mercy of the mob...wait, I’m not

going to encourage this. Let me

through.

Elie grabs the KEYS from Blair and throws them across .

Blair’s eyes follow them fly across the room and land right

in the TRASH CAN. Blair rears her head on Elie, rigid.

ELIE

It’s...for our own good?

BLAIR

It’s not the mob guy you’ll have to

worry about KILLING YOU.

She storms back over to the counter and takes out her phone.

She dials Lucas’s number. It rings for a while, then

BLAIR

Hey, Lucas, it’s Blair. Sorry to

bother, but Tiffani dropped her

phone by the shop. I’m not sure how

far you guys are but if you wanna

come get it we’ll wait here. Call

me back, bye.

She hangs up and continues cleaning without a word. Elie

LOOKS from the phone outside to Blair and back. She thinks

long and hard, then strides over to the trash and fishes the

keys out.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

Okay, here’s what we’re gonna do.

I’ll unlock the door and hold it

open, you run outside, grab the

phone, and run back in as fast as

you can.

BLAIR

Jesus, finally.

Blair walks back over to the door again, poised to run

outside. Elie starts to unlock the door. Blair glances out

the window toward the bus. The driver is talking to one of

the henchmen, who appears to be carrying a GUN. Elie notices

Blair’s terrified expression and looks at the bus. The men

appear to be having an argument. The henchman is now

brandishing the gun.

ELIE

See? I told you!

BLAIR

(Sarcastically)

Wow, he carries a gun. Welcome to

America.

ELIE

Whatever helps you sleep at night.

Elie unlocks the deadbolt.

ELIE

K. Ready?

Beat.

BLAIR

I’m not going out there. You go out

there.

ELIE

That was not part of our deal.

BLAIR

I’m not about to get shot by some

fucking hitman!

ELIE

You know, if you wanna get real

technical, he could always shoot us

through the glass, so you’re really

not that much safer inside than--

(CONTINUED)
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BLAIR

Okay, okay, I get it.

(Pause)

He’s not even a real mobster, I

don’t know why I’m freaking out.

I’ll go, open the door.

In a swift movement, Elie opens the door and Blair sprints

out. She snatches the phone and turns to run back in, but

steps on her SHOELACE and trips. She screams as she trips.

The two men look at her. Blair lies still on the ground as

Elie watches in horror.

BLAIR

(Mouthing to Elie)

What do I do?

Elie looks around, thinking on her feet.

ELIE

Um...Blair! I changed my mind! It’s

too cold to walk! Let’s wait inside

for Luke!

Blair scrambles to her feet and goes back inside. The men go

back to arguing, uninterested in the two girls. Elie locks

the door behind them.

BLAIR

Oh my god.

ELIE

Now we’re kinda stuck in here till

Luke and Dolly Parton get back.

Blair grabs the dishrag and throws it at Elie, who misses.

BLAIR

I’d have gone with Christina

Hendricks. She’s definitely a

redhead.

She goes back to tidying the counter. Elie looks offended.

ELIE

(Accusatory, melodramatic)

Um, have you no conscience?

BLAIR

Fine, compromise with ScarJo?

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

No, the captive! It’s our duty as

humans to find help.

BLAIR

Calm down there, Gandhi.

ELIE

We have to call the police! Gimme

your phone!

BLAIR

No! Where’s yours?

ELIE

(Stating the obvious)

I have no fucking idea.

BLAIR

Elie, what are we gonna say? "Hey

911, there are these sketchy men

outside on a public street corner

and I think one of them might maybe

have a gun! Come arrest them!"

ELIE

No! We’ll tell them about the guy

in the back!

BLAIR

You have no idea if there’s really

a guy in the back.

ELIE

Probable cause, man!

BLAIR

That’s not how that works, Elie.

ELIE

There’s a guy in the back, I swear,

and he’s in trouble.

Blair’s phone BUZZES.

BLAIR

It’s from Luke. "Hey Blair, we’re

kind of in the middle of a crisis,

Tiffani’s dad’s gone missing. Lock

the phone up there and I’ll get it

tomorrow."

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

Her dad’s missing? That’s awful.

Blair continues to look at her phone. After a moment,

BLAIR

Oh my god, she’s Tiffani

Fitzpatrick.

Blair waits for a reaction. Elie stares blankly.

BLAIR

Ugh, come on! Walter Fitzpatrick

owns freakin’ half the strip in

Vegas. She’s, like, the Paris

Hilton of casinos.

ELIE

No shit. What happened?

Blair does some research.

BLAIR

CNN says they found his driver beat

up on the side of the road. His car

got hijacked or something. They

suspect it was over property.

ELIE

Dude, I bet HE’S the guy the mob’s

after!

BLAIR

Here we go.

ELIE

When did he go missing?

BLAIR

In the past half hour.

ELIE

The guy in the back of the bus

showed up like 10 minutes ago, it’s

totally him!

BLAIR

Elie, this is a man’s life...

ELIE

No, come here.

Elie drags Blair by the wrist to the window.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

Okay, back of the bus. He’s

probably sitting up, I bet they

propped him against the seat.

Blair squints. The inside of the bus looks pitch black.

BLAIR

I’m sorry, Elie, I don’t see

anything.

ELIE

No, look, is that something?

BLAIR

...where?

Elie points outside the window. She catches the attention of

the henchman, who alerts the Bus Driver. The Bus Driver

makes eye contact with Elie and whispers something to the

henchman. Then he puts out his cigar and starts to walk to

the door of the coffee shop.

BLAIR

Oh my fuck. He saw you.

ELIE

Ma...maybe he was looking at

something else.

A harsh KNOCK. The BUS DRIVER stands outside expectantly.

Elie and Blair exchange terrified looks as Blair unlocks the

door. She looks back up at Elie with an anxious expression

before letting him in.

BLAIR

(Shakily)

Hi, can I help you?

The Bus Driver looks from Blair to Elie.

BUS DRIVER

I hope I’m not, uh, disturbin’

anything...

BLAIR

N...no.

BUS DRIVER

I just have a quick question for

you ladies...

KATY PERRY RINGTONE. Everyone looks at the pink phone.

(CONTINUED)
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BUS DRIVER

Who’s phone’s that?

BLAIR

Um...none of ours.

BUS DRIVER

Is that right?

He turns his head to see the Henchman holding a PHONE to his

ear. The Bus Driver rears his head, smirking.

BUS DRIVER

Which one of you’s Tiffani

Fitzpatrick?

Silence, then

BLAIR

N...neither of us, actually.

BUS DRIVER

Is that so? Because if it ain’t

yours, that means you stole it. And

theft is a very serious crime.

ELIE

I’m Tiffani Fitzpatrick.

The Bus Driver looks at Elie, confused.

BUS DRIVER

Really?

ELIE

(Also confused)

Yes.

BUS DRIVER

Weren’t you smokin’ a joint outside

earlier?

ELIE

Maybe.

BUS DRIVER

Huh. I imagined you differently.

ELIE

Anyway, I’m here, what do you want?

The Bus Driver chuckles ominously, walking toward

(CONTINUED)
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BUS DRIVER

Well, my dear, you’re in a lot of

trouble.

ELIE

No, I’m not. I...I have what you

want.

The Bus Driver stops.

BUS DRIVER

Do you?

ELIE

Yeah.

BUS DRIVER

You have my money?

ELIE

...yeah.

BUS DRIVER

Alright. Let’s see it.

Elie digs in her pockets and pulls out 80¢ in DIMES, a

CIGARETTE FILTER, and a BALL OF HAIR. Blair makes a face.

ELIE

I, uh...

BUS DRIVER

Alright. Well then, you know what I

gotta do.

He starts to reach for something in the inside pocket of his

JACKET. Blair and Elie exchange panicked looks.

BLAIR

Wait! Just tell him the truth!

ELIE

(Trying to keep a straight

face)

What are you talking about?

BLAIR

(Hostile)

Maybe it’d be good for you to tell

the truth for once in your life.

The Bus Driver looks from Blair to Elie.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

Oh, the truth! Well actually, my

friend Claire here has your money.

BLAIR

Wait--

ELIE

She’s in charge of the cash

register. She’s got the money.

BLAIR

(To Elie)

Well I didn’t know getting shot was

part of my job description!

ELIE

I’m not about to put myself in

danger for you!

BLAIR

This is your problem, Elie! You’ll

do anything to save your own skin,

even if it means fucking someone

else over!

ELIE

I do not!

BLAIR

Yes it fucking is, that’s how it’s

always been with you! You lie and

manipulate your way around

everything and leave me behind to

clean up your shit!

ELIE

I’ve never done that to you!

BLAIR

Yeah? What about your fucking food

fight?

ELIE

Yeah, you smeared a cupcake in some

chick’s cleave and got in trouble

for it.

BLAIR

No, YOU told Principal West I

started throwing food everywhere

and got me suspended!
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ELIE

No I didn’t!

BLAIR

Yes you did! Hannah Priest told me

everything!

ELIE

Hannah Priest is a lying bitch!

BUS DRIVER

Ey, girls...

BLAIR

Don’t think everyone doesn’t know

where you get it from, too. Every

woman in the Bronx knows about your

dickwad liar of a father spreading

fucking chlamydia everywhere!

Silence. Blair looks down, as if she’s said something wrong.

BUS DRIVER

Wow.

ELIE

You know what I told Principal

West? I said I started the whole

thing. I actually told him I was

the one who smeared the cupcake in

Jamie Bentley’s cleavage. And the

only reason I did it was because I

knew you weren’t a shithead like I

am who would get in trouble for

something dumb like that.

BLAIR

Then...why’d I get suspended?

ELIE

’Cause Principal West thought I was

lying trying to defend you.

BUS DRIVER

Alright, I really do hate to

inturrupt, but...

ELIE

I’m not Tiffani Fitzpatrick. It’s

kind of a long story.

Another KNOCK on the door. Blair goes to let Lucas in.

(CONTINUED)
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LUCAS

Sorry I’m so late, guys. The whole

Tiffani thing’s been a mess. Got

the phone?

Elie gives him Tiffani’s phone. Lucas notices the Bus Driver

and greets him warmly with a HANDSHAKE.

LUCAS

Evening, sir.

BUS DRIVER

Luke! How’ve ya been? Haven’t seen

you on my line recently.

LUCAS

I’m trying to start walking more.

Lucas looks around the room.

LUCAS

Is everything, uh...

BUS DRIVER

It’s fine. These lovely young women

were just about to tell me the

time.

BLAIR

It’s 2:21.

BUS DRIVER

Perfect! Oh, Luke, if ya see

Tiffani, tell her to gimme back the

watch I let her borrow, will ya?

The Bus Driver leaves. Lucas goes to talk to Blair while

Elie approaches the window. She watches the Bus Driver

reboard the bus and turn on the lights. An OLD MAN in a

TRENCHCOAT and a FEDORA boards the bus. Elie smiles.

BLAIR (O.S.)

Elie!

Elie turns around.

BLAIR

We can go. Wanna share a cab?

Elie looks at the Bus Driver again, who is pleasantly

engaging the old man. She turns and walks away from the

window.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIE

Wanna come over and smoke?

BLAIR

No, Elie.

The two leave and start walking away from the bus and shop.

INT. BUS - NIGHT

The Old Man is still talking to the Bus Driver. He has a

thick ITALIAN ACCENT.

OLD MAN

You’ve done very well.

They both look toward the back, where the two henchman are

sitting on either side of a bound MR. FITZPATRICK (about 60,

dressed in a fancy 3-PIECE SUIT and an expensive WATCH).

BUS DRIVER

What’s the plan now, boss? Are we

holding him for ransom or what?

The Old Man calmly glides to the seat directly behind the

Bus Driver. He considers the statement for a moment.

OLD MAN

No.

The Bus Driver turns to the road and starts to drive away.

Mr. Fitzpatrick starts to struggle, making grunting noises

through the TAPE on his mouth. One of the Henchmen pulls out

a PISTOL and puts it to Mr. Fitzpatrick’s head.

CUT TO:

EXT. STREET CORNER

We hear a GUNSHOT as the bus drives away.

THE END


